Video: Snow plow on snow-covered highway.

Audio: (Music and announcer) Winter weather breeds potholes,

Video: VDOT truck leading traffic down highway.

Audio: But the Virginia Department of Transportation is using a hi-tech method of removing those road hazards.

Video: Shot of “Pothole Killer.”

Audio: In some areas, VDOT is hiring “Pothole Killers” …

Video: Tight shot of sprayer on front of pothole killer.

Audio: Machines that can repair up to a hundred potholes a day.

Video: Fade to shot of traditional pothole crew.

Audio: A four-man crew can repair about 10 potholes a day.

Video: Tight shot of repair being made.

Audio: Only temporary repairs can be made unless temperatures are consistently above 50 degrees.

Video: Fade back to pothole killer.

Audio: The pothole killer can make permanent repairs in any weather …

Video: Shot of pothole killer operator.

Audio: And can be operated by only one person.

Video: Pothole killer spraying pothole.

Audio: It doesn’t require that lanes be closed …

Video: Tight shot of repair being made.

Audio: And the pavement is immediately ready for use.

Video: Shot of pothole killer convoy going down highway.

Audio: Crews are constantly on the lookout for potholes, but if you spot one …

Video: Telephone number is superimposed.

Audio: Call 800-367-ROAD to report it.

Video: Web site information is superimposed.

Audio: Or go to VirginiaDOT.org and click on the “Report a Road Problem” link on the center of the page.